According to the relevant regulations of the order regulation of tourism market in Yunnanprovince, Yunnan has completely abolished the tourism fixed point shopping, brought the tourist shopping shop into the management of the social retail commodity enterprise, and recovered all 166 tourist shopping places grade evaluation plaque; The new tourism contract has been implemented, and the travel agency
has been prohibited from designating specific shopping places by means of contract agreement. Although these measures have produced certain effects, it is still difficult to cut off the "grey interest chain" of the tourism industry.
Tourist shopping, as the core of the "grey interest chain" in the tourism industry, has always been the worst disaster area for tourists to complain about tour guides, travel agencies and scenic spots. In particular, Yunnan's unique jade jadeite, Marka medicinal materials and other tourism products are high complaint rate of tourism shopping products. The complaints of this kind of tourism products are mainly characterized by inferior quality, shoddy goods, false price and enticing purchase. From low price shopping groups of a few hundred yuan to pure play groups of thousands yuan, travel agencies will arrange a variety of shopping links, the main shopping content is tea, jade and medicinal materials and other large bargaining space goods. The reason for frequent tourism complaints is not "zero negative tour fees," even if the payment of thousands of yuan, there will still be unreasonable 
A. Standardizing the sales of tourist products
Yunnan Province should attach great importance to tourism shopping links. First, the units, enterprises and stalls of tourism purchase items should be included in the key control scope of tourism law enforcement. Second, we should carry out the construction of shopping shops and strengthen the examination and approval of tourist shopping enterprises. Third, promote and cultivate the production of high-quality tourism commodities actively, innovative integration into local culture, so that tourism shopping out of profiteering fraud and other
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bad image, promote the transformation and upgrading of tourism products production enterprises. 
B.Strengthening the training and management of tour guide

C.Improve the complaint mechanism for tourism
No matter how good the rules are, they must be strictly 
D.Increase tourism education for tourists
Many tourists who make complaints are due to "knowing that there are tricks but they feel they are lucky." After purchasing cheap travel routes, local specialties and other goods, they regretted being deceived,this is the reason why the 
E. Rebuilding the brand image of tourism
image of"tourist tourism freedom"and "government management services everywhere"to create world-class tourism. The fourth is to use modern information means to timely handle visitor complaints and create an image of a tourism site that is fair and protects the interests of tourists to attracts tourists. For example,in "one mobile phone tour
Yunnan" line of every business, government departments, industry associations, tourists give credit evaluation to him, reconstruction of the integrity system, and regain the confidence of tourists.
